Development of mixed-phase clouds from multiple aerosol size distributions and the effect of the clouds on aerosol removal
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This paper provides numerics for cloud and precipitation development from multiple aerosol size distributions and examines the effect of clouds and precipitation on aerosol removal. Numerical techniques are given for (1) simultaneous liquid and ice growth onto multiple aerosol size distributions, (2) diffusiophoretic, thermophoretic, gravitational, etc., coagulation among liquid, ice, and graupel, and their aerosol components, (3) contact freezing (CF) of drops by size-resolved interstitial aerosols, (4) heterogeneous plus homogeneous freezing, (5) liquid drop breakup, (6) coagulation of cloud hydrometeors and incorporated aerosols with interstitial aerosols, (7) coagulation of precipitation hydrometeors with interstitial and below-cloud aerosols (washout), (8) removal of precipitation and incorporated aerosols (rainout), (9) below-cloud evaporation/sublimation to smaller hydrometeors and aerosol cores, (10) gas washout, and (11) aqueous chemistry. Major conclusions are (1) hydrometeor-hydrometeor coagulation appears to play a substantial role in controlling aerosol-particle number globally, (2) washout (aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation) may be a more important in-plus below-cloud removal mechanism of aerosol number than rainout (the opposite is true for aerosol mass), (3) close-in diameter dual peaks in observed cloud distributions may be in part due to different activation characteristics of different aerosol distributions, (4) evaporative cooling at liquid drop surfaces in subsaturated air may be a mechanism of drop freezing (termed “evaporative freezing” here), and (5) heterogeneous-homogeneous freezing may freeze more upper-tropospheric drops than CF, but neither appears to affect warm-cloud hydrometeor distributions or aerosol scavenging substantially.

INDEX TERMS: Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Aerosols and particles (0345, 4801); 0320 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Cloud physics and chemistry; 0322 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Constituent sources and sinks; 0345 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Pollution—urban and regional (0305); 0365 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Troposphere—composition and chemistry; KEYWORDS: cloud microphysics, aerosol-cloud interactions, coagulation, freezing, condensation, evaporation


1. Introduction

Since the 1950s, many models treating size-resolved microphysics and/or microphysics coupled with chemistry have been developed to study individual clouds or multi-cloud storms [e.g., Mordy, 1959; Danielsen et al., 1972; Hall, 1980; Flossmann et al., 1985; Kogan, 1991; Lee, 1992; Chen and Lamb, 1994, 1999; Tzivion et al., 1994; Ackerman et al., 1995; Reisin et al., 1996; Guricullo and Pandis, 1997; Feingold et al., 1996, 1998; Liu and Seidl, 1998; Zhang et al., 1999; Ovchinnikov and Kogan, 2000]. Due to heavier computational burden, global and limited area three-dimensional weather, climate, and cloud-chemistry models have generally treated cloud liquid and ice as bulk parameters [e.g., Manabe and Holloway, 1971; Kuo, 1974; Arakawa and Schubert, 1974; Stouffer, 1978; Hegg et al., 1984, 1989; Betts and Miller, 1986; Slingo, 1987; Grell et al., 1991; Barth et al., 1992, 2001; Tiedtke, 1993; Wang and Chang, 1993; Lee and Park, 1994; Ferrier, 1994; Walko et al., 1995; Xu and Randall, 1996; Wang, 1996; Fowler et al., 1996; Taylor et al., 1997; Sud and Walker, 1999; Ding and Randall, 1998].

Similarly, due to computational burden, all models of global-scale indirect forcing of aerosols to date have treated cloud water and ice as bulk parameters spread over cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and/or ice deposition nuclei (IDN) distribution determined empirically from the predicted background aerosol distribution [e.g., Boucher and Lohmann, 1995; Chuang and Penner, 1995; Kogan et al., 1997; Rotstyn and Penner, 2001; Ghan et al., 2001; Lohmann et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2001; Lohmann, 2002; Menon et al., 2002]. To date, three-dimensional global-scale models of climate, weather, cloud chemistry, air pollution, and aerosol feedbacks to climate have not simulated (1) size-resolved simultaneous condensational and depositional
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growth of aerosol particles to form cloud liquid and/or ice, (2) coagulation among size-resolved cloud liquid and/or ice together with their aerosol components to form larger liquid, ice, and graupel, (3) contact freezing (CF) by size-resolved aerosols with size-resolved hydrometeors, (4) coagulation of interstitial size-resolved aerosols and their components with the size-resolved liquid, ice, and graupel, (5) below-cloud size-resolved evaporation or melting of falling hydrometeors, (6) below-cloud coagulation of size-resolved hydrometeors with aerosols, and (7) treatment of charge, diffusiophoresis, and thermophoresis in coagulation interactions.

The purpose of this paper is to provide the numerics for and an analysis of these and other cloud processes. The equations described are intended for use in a one-dimensional gas-aerosol-cloud module that fits into a three-dimensional model already containing a cumulus and stratus bulk parameterization of clouds. The algorithms described can also be used in a model that simulates the thermodynamic development of individual clouds at high spatial and temporal resolution, although examples of this application are not given here. The module is intended to simulate treatment of cloud formation, conversion, and decay, precipitation, aerosol-cloud interactions, aerosol wet removal (rainout and washout), gas wet removal (washout), and cloud chemistry. All processes described conserve energy and the masses of water, aerosols, and gases exactly. All processes are stable and positive definite, regardless of the time step, and are, with three exceptions (hydrometeor surface temperature, large-scale precipitation, and aqueous chemistry), noniterative. In operator-split regional and global models, the time interval for cloud processes is often 15–60 min, so the use of noniterative schemes stable over any time step is advantageous. To date, the module has been implemented in each column of a model [Jacobson, 2001, 2002a, 2002b] that nests from the global through urban scales. Predictions of zonally averaged cloud fraction, cloud liquid water, and precipitation from a global version of the model containing most of the algorithms described here have been compared with climatological fields and data [Jacobson, 2002a].

2. Summary of Processes

The order of processes treated is summarized as follows: section 3, acquisition of parameters for aerosol-cloud processes; section 3.1, subgrid cumulus cloud parameters; section 3.2, cumulus convection of gases and aerosols; section 3.3, stratus cloud parameters; section 3.4, vaporization of hydrometeor water from cumulus and stratus parameterizations; section 4, aerosol-cloud processes; section 4.1, water vapor condensational and depositional growth onto aerosols; section 4.2, partitioning from a moving to a fixed grid; section 4.3, hydrometeor settling from above and melting of hydrometeors from above; section 4.4, hydrometeor-hydrometeor coagulation; section 4.5, liquid drop breakup; section 4.6, contact freezing of liquid drops by aerosol particles; section 4.7, homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing of liquid drops; section 4.8, settling of hydrometeors and their aerosol components: aerosol rainout; section 4.9, aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation: aerosol washout; section 4.10, below-cloud hydrometeor evaporation/sublimation and evaporative freezing; section 4.11, evaporation of leftover hydrometeors to aerosol cores, large-scale precipitation; section 4.12, gas-hydrometeor dissolution: gas washout; section 4.13, aqueous chemistry.

Processes in section 3 are solved in all layers simultaneously. Processes in section 4 are solved in order from the top of the highest cloud layer to the surface, allowing the multiple processes treated in each layer to impact the hydrometeor distribution below. For some processes, the order of calculation follows naturally (e.g., condensation in the current layer and settling/melting of hydrometeors from above should precede coagulation in the current layer, which should precede breakup, which should precede settling to below, which should precede subcloud evaporation). For other processes, the order is somewhat arbitrary (e.g., CF, homogeneous/heterogeneous freezing, aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation can be treated in different order). Section 5.2 discusses some sensitivities to order.

Several techniques described subsequently are analyzed in the context of a one-dimension simulation in which a cumulus parameterization is used to generate first guesses of subgrid clouds. Figure 1 shows the atmospheric conditions for the case. The atmospheric profile is unstable near the surface, suggesting that clouds of vertical extent can form. In the simulation, a cloud forms on top of 16 aerosol distributions, including externally mixed sea spray, soil, ammonium sulfate, black carbon (BC < 5% shell), organic matter (OM), all binary combinations of these five components (spray-soil, spray-sulfate, spray-BC, spray-OM, soil-sulfate, soil-BC, soil-OM, sulfate-BC, sulfate-OM, BC-OM), and a well-mixed internal mixture for all higher mixtures. These are the same distribution types as the 18 described by Jacobson [2002b], except the two distributions treated there (BC 5–20% shell and BC > 20% shell) that are ignored here for simplicity. For the distributions containing ions (all those...
3. Acquisition of Parameters for Aerosol-Cloud Processes

The aerosol-cloud algorithms described here require preliminary steps to generate water vapor and aerosol profiles. These steps are described in the following sections.

3.1. Subgrid Cumulus Cloud Parameters

The first step is to diagnose subgrid cumulus cloud fractions and mass fluxes and first guesses to cloud bulk water, precipitation, temperature, water vapor, and momentum for each subgrid cloud. When the grid spacing exceeds 10–15 km, this is done here with a cumulus parameterization that accounts for multiple subgrid clouds. For finer grid spacing, it is more physical to use a single-cloud module because the cumulus parameterization assumes that clouds do not fill an entire grid cell (to allow large-scale downflow to compensate for in-cloud upflow). A single-cloud module, though, becomes unphysical for scales >10–15 km since, on these scales, multiple clouds may exist. The cumulus parameterization used here is a modified Arakawa-Schubert algorithm [Ding and Randall, 1998], which accounts for downdrafts and predicts cumulus precipitation, bulk liquid water, bulk ice, cumulus fraction, and adjustments to large-scale temperature, momentum, and water vapor for each subgrid cloud. The vertical mass flux in each subgrid cloud is a function of the entrainment/detrainment rate, stability, and moist static energy in the cloud. The total vertical mass flux integrated over all subgrid clouds is balanced by large-scale subsidence. In a column with 23 tropospheric layers, nearly 500 subgrid cumulus clouds can form, each defined by a unique cloud base and top (22 bases and 22 tops are possible). The product of each subgrid cloud parameter and subgrid cloud fraction is summed over all subgrid clouds to give bulk values for each grid cell.

3.2. Cumulus Convection of Gases and Aerosols

The second step is to mix convectively gases and aerosol particles in each subgrid cumulus cloud. This is done with a free-convective plume model, developed here from the boundary-layer plume model by Lu and Turco [1994]. The model convects gases and aerosols between each subgrid cumulus subcloud layer and cloud top. Although the numerical scheme for the plume model differs from that of the convective mass flux scheme used to transport water vapor and energy, gases and aerosols are mixed between the exact same levels in both cases. Because aerosols and cloud water are transported between the same layers, aerosol activation following water evaporation/sublimation from the cumulus parameterization is consistent with aerosol activation in a rising plume since the number of aerosols and mass of water are similar in both cases. The resulting vertical gas and aerosol distribution in each subgrid cloud is multiplied by the fraction of the subgrid cloud to obtain a weighted-average cloudy-sky vertical gas and aerosol distribution in each grid cell. Figure 2 shows how the module mixed a portion of the initial lower tropospheric aerosol distribution in each grid cell. Figure 2 shows how the module mixed a portion of the initial lower tropospheric aerosol distribution in each grid cell. Figure 2 shows how the module mixed a portion of the initial lower tropospheric aerosol distribution in each grid cell.

3.3. Stratus Cloud Parameters

The third step is to predict stratus cloud fraction and bulk liquid water (adjusting temperatures in the process). This is done here with the scheme of Mellor and Yamada [1982], which predicts cloud fraction and bulk liquid water in each layer given turbulence terms and vertical gradients of energy and moisture. The total cloud fraction in a layer is the sum of stratus plus cumulus cloud fractions in the layer, limited by unity.

3.4. Vaporization of Hydrometeor Water From Cumulus and Stratus Parameterizations

The fourth step is to evaporate/sublimate all in-cloud and precipitated bulk water from the cumulus and stratus
calculations in each layer and readjust temperatures accordingly. This step is necessary to allow subsequent condensation and deposition onto size-distributed aerosols since the cumulus and stratus parameterizations produce bulk liquid and ice water only without consideration for their size distributions.

4. Aerosol-Cloud Processes

[13] Remaining steps are solved in order from the top of the highest cloud layer, found in section 3, to the surface.

4.1. Water Vapor Condensational and Depositional Growth Onto Aerosols

[14] In this step, water vapor evaporated/sublimated during the third step in section 3.4. is recondensed/redeposited onto aerosol particles. The scheme developed here has the following properties: it is (1) noniterative and unconditionally stable for any time step, (2) positive definite for any time step, (3) exactly conserves water mass and energy between the gas phase and all size bins of all hydrometeor distributions, (4) exactly conserves aerosol and hydrometeor particle number, (5) solves condensational and ice depositional growth equations simultaneously, accounting for different vapor pressures over different sizes, and (6) solves condensation and deposition over any number of hydrometeor distributions simultaneously. Previous cloud growth schemes are numerous [e.g., Mordy, 1959; Hall, 1980; Flossmann et al., 1985; Tzivion et al., 1989; Kogan, 1991; Chen and Lamb, 1994]. Whereas most schemes exhibit some of the properties listed, none captures all properties simultaneously.

[15] The numerical treatment assumes that aerosol particles can be described by any number of size distributions ($N_T$), each with any number of size bins ($N_B$) and any number of components within each size bin. Each size bin $i$ in each size distribution $N = 1, N_T$ is characterized by a number concentration, $n_{Ni}$ (number of particles per cubic centimeter of air). Each component $q$ in each size bin of each distribution is characterized by a mole concentration, $c_{q, Ni}$ (mol cm$^{-3}$ of air). In the example case described here, $N_T = 16$, where the size distributions treated are shown in Figure 3.

[16] The volume of one particle is calculated assuming a particle contains a solution and nonsolution component, and solution density varies with electrolyte concentration. Single-particle volumes (cm$^3$ per particle) are $v_{Ni} = v_{Ni}/n_{Ni}$, where

$$v_{Ni} = v_{s, Ni} + \sum_{q=1}^{NS} v_{q, Ni}$$

is the volume concentration (cm$^3$ of particle per cm$^3$ of air) of the total particle: $v_{s, Ni}$ is the volume concentration of the solution, $N_{NS}$ is the number of nonsolution components, $v_{q, Ni} = m_q c_{q, Ni}/\rho_q$ is the volume concentration of each nonsolution component, $m_q$ is the molecular weight (g mol$^{-1}$) of component $q$, and $\rho_q$ is the mass density (g cm$^{-3}$ of component) of component $q$. The volume concentration of a solution is calculated as $v_{s, Ni} = m_{s, Ni}/\rho_{s, Ni}$ where

$$m_{s, Ni} = m_w c_{w, Ni} + \sum_{q=1}^{NS} m_q c_{q, Ni}$$

is the mass concentration (g cm$^{-3}$ of air) of the solution ($m_w$ is the molecular weight of water, $c_{w, Ni}$ is the mole concentration of hydrated liquid water at sub-100% relative

\[\text{Figure 3. Initial distributions at 872 mb for each of the 16 aerosol types treated in the one-dimensional simulation. The letters identify the distribution.}\]
humidity, \( N_S \) is the number of electrolytes in the solution), and

\[
p_{\text{aq}, NI} = \left[ \sum_{q=1}^{N_q} \chi_{\text{aq}, NI} \right]^{-1}
\]

is the mass density (g cm\(^{-3}\) of solution) of the solution, where \( \chi_{\text{aq}, NI} = m_{\text{aq},NI} / m_{\text{aq}, NI} \) is the mass fraction of component \( q \) in solution and \( p_{\text{aq}, NI} \) is the mass density of electrolyte \( q \) as if it were alone in solution at the same weight percent as the current weight percent of total solute [e.g., Tang, 1997].

Each size bin in each size distribution is characterized by a high- and low-edge volume, each of which equals a constant, \( V_{	ext{sat}} \), multiplied by the high- and low-edge volume, respectively, of the next smallest bin. All particles in the bin have a single characteristic volume (\( V_{\text{NNI}} \)) between the low- and high-edge volumes of the bin. If the volume increases above the high-edge volume of the bin, all particles in the bin are moved to and averaged with particles in the next largest bin. This size-bin structure is the “moving-center” structure [Jacobson, 1997a, 1999, pp. 420–421].

The ordinary differential equations for water vapor condensation/evaporation (equation (4)) and deposition/sublimation (equation (5)) onto multiple aerosol distributions, and the corresponding vapor-hydrometeor mass balance equation (equation (6)) are

\[
\frac{dC_{\text{L},NI,t}}{dt} = k_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \left( C_{v,t} - S_{\text{L},NI,t-h} C_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \right),
\]

\[
\frac{dC_{\text{L},NI,t}}{dt} = k_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \left( C_{v,t} - S_{\text{L},NI,t-h} C_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \right),
\]

\[
\frac{dC_{\text{L},NI,t}}{dt} = - \frac{N_f}{N_q} \sum_{t-h}^{N_f} \sum_{t-h}^{N_q} \left[ k_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \left( C_{v,t} - S_{\text{L},NI,t-h} C_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \right) + k_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \left( C_{v,t} - S_{\text{L},NI,t-h} C_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \right) \right]
\]

where \( t \) and \( t-h \) indicate the end and beginning, respectively, of a time step of \( h \) seconds, \( L \) and \( I \) indicate liquid and ice, respectively, \( N \) and \( i \) indicate the aerosol distribution and size bin in the distribution, respectively, from which the hydrometeor originates, \( N_T \) and \( N_B \) are the number of aerosol size distributions and size bins, respectively, in each aerosol distribution, \( C_L \) and \( C_I \) indicate liquid or ice mole concentration (mol cm\(^{-3}\) of air) resulting from condensation and deposition, respectively, \( C_t \) indicates a water vapor mole concentration, \( C_L \) is a saturation vapor mole concentration over a flat, dilute liquid water or ice surface, \( S \) is the saturation ratio at equilibrium of water vapor over a liquid solution or ice surface, and \( k_L \) and \( k_I \) are the respective growth rates (s\(^{-1}\)) of water vapor to a liquid- and ice-covered aerosol particle surface. Note that \( C_L \) differs from \( c_w \) in that the former is liquid water due to nonequilibrium condensation and the latter is liquid water due to aerosol-equilibrium hydration.

The saturation ratios at equilibrium are calculated from Köhler theory assuming the Kelvin and solute effects affect the saturation ratio at equilibrium over liquid water, whereas only the Kelvin effect affects that over ice. Thus

\[
S_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \approx 1 + \frac{2\sigma_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \rho_{\text{water}}}{r_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \pi R^2 T_{\text{L},NI,t-h}^3} \left( \frac{3m_w}{4\pi r_{\text{L},NI,t-h}^3 T_{\text{L},NI,t-h}} \right) \sum_{q=1}^{N_q} \chi_{\text{aq},NI} \left( X_{\text{aq},NI} \right)
\]

\[
S_{\text{I},NI,t-h} \approx 1 + \frac{2\sigma_{\text{I},NI,t-h} \rho_{\text{water}}}{r_{\text{I},NI,t-h} \pi R^2 T_{\text{I},NI,t-h}^3} \left( \frac{3m_w}{4\pi r_{\text{I},NI,t-h}^3 T_{\text{I},NI,t-h}} \right) \sum_{q=1}^{N_q} \chi_{\text{aq},NI} \left( X_{\text{aq},NI} \right)
\]

where \( \sigma \) is surface tension over liquid or ice, \( (g \text{ s}^{-2}) \), \( m \) is molecular weight \( (g \text{ mol}^{-1}) \), \( \rho \) is liquid or ice density \( (g \text{ cm}^{-3}) \), \( r \) is radius \( (cm) \), \( R \) is the universal gas constant \( (8.3145 \times 10^7 \text{ g cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-2} \text{ mol}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}) \), \( T \) is temperature \( (K) \), \( n \) is the number concentration of aerosol particles of size \( i \) in distribution \( N \) \( (\text{particles cm}^{-3} \text{air}) \), and \( c_q \) is the mole concentration of soluble component \( q \) in aerosol particles of size \( i \) in distribution \( N \). Soluble components include dissociated or undissociated electrolytes and undissociated soluble molecules. The surface tension used here for distributions containing water and soluble material is taken from the study of Facchini et al. [1999], who provide a relationship between surface tension and dissolved organic content. The form of the relationship is similar for inorganic material, as shown by Li et al. [1998]. For this study, the empirical relationship of Facchini et al. [1999] is used, but applied to both inorganic and organic solutes. For BC, the surface tension was assumed to be 60 mN m\(^{-1}\), lower than that of pure graphite \((68 \text{ mN m}^{-1})\) to account for a slight coating of organic material on combusted soot.

Equation (7) can be rewritten as

\[
S_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \approx 1 + \frac{a_{\text{L},NI,t-h}}{r_{\text{L},NI,t-h}} \frac{b_{\text{L},NI,t-h}}{r_{\text{L},NI,t-h}}
\]

\[
a_{\text{L},NI,t-h} = \frac{2\sigma_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \rho_{\text{water}}}{R^2 T_{\text{L},NI,t-h}^3} \left( \frac{3m_w}{4\pi r_{\text{L},NI,t-h}^3 T_{\text{L},NI,t-h}} \right) \sum_{q=1}^{N_q} \chi_{\text{aq},NI} \left( X_{\text{aq},NI} \right)
\]

The critical radius (cm) and critical supersaturation for cloud activation, derived from equation (9), are

\[
r_{\text{c,NI,t-h}} = \sqrt{\frac{3b_{\text{L},NI,t-h}}{a_{\text{L},NI,t-h}}} \text{ and } S_{\text{c,NI,t-h}} = 1 + \sqrt{\frac{4a_{\text{L},NI,t-h}^2}{27b_{\text{L},NI,t-h}}} \]

respectively. Above 0°C, no ice can form, and all particles in any size bin in the liquid distribution can serve as CCN. In this case, the number concentration of CCN in each bin is \( n_{\text{CCN,NI}} = n_{\text{NI}} \) and the volume concentration of each solution and the mole concentration of each solution and nonsoluble aerosol component in each bin of the liquid CCN distribution are \( V_{\text{aq,CCN,NI}} = V_{\text{NI}} \) and \( c_{\text{aq,CCN,NI}} = c_{\text{aq,NI}} \), respectively. A CCN can activate into a liquid cloud drop when (1) \( r_{\text{NI,t-h}} > r_{\text{L,NI,t-h}} \) and \( C_{v,t-h} > S_{\text{L,NI,t-h}} C_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \) or (2) \( r_{\text{NI,t-h}} \leq r_{\text{L,NI,t-h}} \) and \( C_{v,t-h} > S_{\text{L,NI,t-h}} C_{\text{L},NI,t-h} \). For determining which aerosols activate (and to replicate as closely as possible conditions in a rising plume), \( C_{v,t-h} \) in the criteria just given is limited to the smaller of the actual value of \( C_{v,t-h} \) and the maximum value that one might
expect during adiabatic ascent in a cloud (which is given by Kreidenweis et al. [2003], for example). $C_{i,t-h}$ is not limited in any other equation.

[21] Below 0°C, condensation must compete with deposition to ice nuclei. At subfreezing temperatures, the saturation vapor mole concentration over ice is less than that over liquid, so ice growth is favored. Whereas any aerosol particle can serve as a CCN, only selected particle types can serve as IDN. Here it is assumed that the number concentration of IDN predicted in all aerosol composition. The methodology proposed here separates IDN by size and always predicts a quantity of IDN being used here is that it does not separate the number of aerosol components in a bin in each distribution that can serve as IDN. In this equation, $P_{IDN,q,Ni}$ is the probability that a given component $q$ in a particle can serve as an IDN. Probabilities are estimated from P. Pruppacher and Klett [1997] who suggest that nonsolution aerosol components, soil components, a small fraction of OM, certain viruses and bacteria, and a small fraction of sea salt make the best ice nuclei. Soot is not a good ice nucleus, except below 15°C and at high supersaturations. Some pollutants deactivate ice nuclei. For this study, $P_{IDN}$ = 0.05 for BC when $T < -15°C$ and 0 when $T > 15°C$, 0.15 for OM, 0.5 for soil, 0.01 for S(VI), 0.01 for H2O, 0.2 for Na, 0.2 for Cl, 0.02 for other components, and 0 for particles <$0.6 \mu m$. An IDN can activate to an ice crystal when $C_{i,t-h} > S_{i,t,h}$. If IDN activation occurs in a bin, the number concentration of CCN is limited by $n_{i,Ni} = n_{i,Ni} - n_{ic,Ni}$. Liquid distribution aerosol components are also limited accordingly.

[22] Previous studies have generally parameterized the total number of IDN from an empirical equation such as by Meyers et al. [1992]. The reason such an equation for not being used here is that it does not separate the number of IDN by size and it predicts the same number of IDN at a given temperature, regardless of the atmospheric loading or aerosol composition. The methodology proposed here separates IDN by size and always predicts a quantity of IDN in a bin consistent with the aerosol loading and composition in the bin. However, much uncertainty exists in the values of $P_{IDN}$. Despite the difference in treatment, the range in total number concentration of IDN predicted in all levels of the column simulation here (0.7–24 m$^{-1}$) fell close to within the range of Meyers et al.’s [1992] parameterization (0.5–13 m$^{-1}$).

[23] For liquid and ice bins in which no activation occurs, the growth rates of particles, $k_{L,Ni}$ and $k_{I,Ni}$, are set to zero. The growth rates of activated CCN and IDN are calculated as [e.g., equations 17.62 and 17.53 of Jacobson, 1999],

$$k_{L,Ni} = \frac{n_{i,Ni} \pi \omega_i L_{i,Ni} F_{i,L,Ni}}{m_i \omega_i \nu_i L_{i,Ni} F_{i,L,Ni}/T} \left( \frac{L_m \rho_m}{R^3 T^2} - 1 \right) + 1$$

and

$$k_{I,Ni} = \frac{n_{i,Ni} \pi \omega_i L_{i,Ni} F_{i,L,Ni}}{m_i \omega_i \nu_i L_{i,Ni} F_{i,L,Ni}/T} \left( \frac{L_m \rho_m}{R^3 T^2} - 1 \right) + 1$$

respectively, where all terms are evaluated at time $t-h$.

In these equations, $D_i$ is the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air (cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$), $\omega_i$ and $\omega_j$ are dimensionless factors for water vapor and energy, respectively, that account for corrections for collision geometry and sticking probability during growth, $F_v$ and $F_h$ are dimensionless ventilation coefficients for vapor and energy, respectively, $L_m$ and $L_n$ are latent heats of evaporation and sublimation, respectively (J g$^{-1}$), $\nu_m$ is the thermal conductivity of moist air (J cm$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), $T$ is temperature (K), and $R^4$ is the universal gas constant (8.3145 J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$).

[24] The solution to growth is an extension of the method developed by Jacobson [1997b, 2002b]. Integrating equations (4) and (5) for one size bin over a time step $h$ gives

$$c_{L,Ni,t-h} = c_{L,Ni,t-h} + \frac{h k_{L,Ni} (C_{v,t} - S_{i,t-h} C_{s,i,t-h})}{C_{v,t}}$$

and

$$c_{L,Ni,t-h} = c_{L,Ni,t-h} + \frac{h k_{L,Ni} (C_{v,t} - S_{i,t-h} C_{s,i,t-h})}{C_{v,t}}$$

respectively, where the final gas mole concentration in both cases, $C_{v,t}$ is currently unknown. Final hydrometeor and gas concentrations are constrained by the gas-hydrometeor mass-balance equation,

$$C_{v,t} = \frac{1}{\sum_{N=1}^{N_f} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} (c_{L,Ni} + c_{I,Ni}) \right)}$$

$$= \frac{1}{\sum_{N=1}^{N_f} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} (c_{L,Ni} + c_{I,Ni}) \right)}$$

Substituting equations (14) and (15) into equation (16) and solving for $C_{v,t}$ gives a generalized solution for simultaneous condensation/evaporation and deposition/sublimation,

$$C_{v,t} = \frac{C_{v,t-h} + h \sum_{N=1}^{N_f} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} (k_{L,Ni} S_{i,Ni,t-h} C_{s,i,t-h} + k_{I,Ni} S_{i,Ni,t-h} C_{s,i,t-h}) \right)}{1 + h \sum_{N=1}^{N_f} \left( k_{L,Ni} + k_{I,Ni} \right)}$$

Equation (17) is limited by $C_{v,t} = \text{MIN}(C_{v,t}, C_{\text{tot}})$, since the explicit condensation term in equation (17) can result in gas concentrations in excess of the maximum gas in the system. Equation (17) cannot fall below zero in any situation. $C_{v,t}$ is substituted back into equations (14) and (15) to give the final hydrometeor concentrations in each size bin. Since equations (14) and (15) can result in negative concentrations or concentrations above the maximum, two limits are placed sequentially, after equations (14) and (15) are solved. The first is $C_{L,NI,t-h} = \text{MAX}(C_{L,NI,t-h})$; $C_{I,NI,t-h} = \text{MAX}(C_{I,NI,t-h})$. 

AAC 4 - 6 JACOBSON: DEVELOPMENT OF MIXED-PHASE CLOUDS AND THEIR EFFECTS
The second, shown for liquid (the equation for ice uses 
$c_{L,N,f} - c_{L,N,f-h}$ instead of $c_{L,N,i} - c_{L,N,i-h}$ in the rightmost term) is

$$c_{L,N,f} = \frac{\left( c_{L,N,f} - c_{L,N,i} \right) + \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \sum_{h=1}^{N_h} \left[ \max\{c_{L,N,f-h}, 0\} + \max\{c_{L,N,f-h}, 0\} \right]}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \sum_{h=1}^{N_h} \left[ \max\{c_{L,N,i-h}, 0\} + \max\{c_{L,N,i-h}, 0\} \right]} - \left( c_{L,N,f} - c_{L,N,i-h} \right),$$

(18)

where all $c_{L,N,f,i}$ and $c_{L,N,f,i}$ values on the right side of the equation are determined from equations (14) and (15), respectively, after the first limit has been applied. Equation (18) states that the final concentration is set to the net loss in vapor due to growth ($c_{L,N,f} - c_{L,N,i}$) plus the vapor gained by evaporation and/or sublimation, all scaled by the rate of condensation into the bin ($c_{L,N,f} - c_{L,N,f-h}$) divided by the sum of the rates of condensation and deposition into all bins. The solution in equations (14151617–18) is exactly mass conserving between the gas and hydrometeors under all conditions and is noniterative and positive-definite.

Figure 4 shows the result of simultaneous condensation and deposition onto 32 distributions (16 CCN and 16 IDN distributions) at 656 mb after a single 1-h time step in the one-dimensional simulation. The distributions originated from these are shown in Figure 3, but for a higher altitude. Results were summed among activated liquid and ice hydrometeors among the distributions to produce the two curves in the figure. The shape of each distribution was affected by the shapes of the activated CCN and IDN distributions, as discussed subsequently.

Figure 5a shows condensation onto 16 CCN distributions simultaneously in each of the five all-liquid altitude layers, assuming a critical radius and supersaturation from equation (10). Figure 5b shows results from the same simulation, except that all particles >0.2 μm diameter in all distributions were activated. In both cases, the mean hydrometeor diameter from condensation was smallest in the lowest layers because even after convection, aerosol concentrations increased with decreasing altitude (Figure 2). Increases in mean cloud drop diameter with increasing height have been observed [e.g., Figure 2.12b of Pruppacher and Klett, 1997]. In Figure 5a, condensation produced two peaks close to each other in diameter space in some layers. Such dual peaks, which have also been observed [e.g., Figures 2.25 and 2.12a of Pruppacher and Klett, 1997], arose because different distributions activated at different diameters, causing discontinuities in the summed size distribution of activated particles, causing slightly separate peaks. When the activation diameter was held constant over all distributions (Figure 5b), only one peak arose for each layer. Single peaks are also widely observed, suggesting that whether one or two peaks exist in the cloud size distribution following condensation may depend on the activation properties of the underlying aerosols, which depend on composition, surface tension, etc. Once dual peaks form, it is possible that the larger peak preferentially coagulates to larger sizes (peak separation), or that preferential sedimentation causes the larger peak to disappear from the layer faster. Preferential freezing of the larger peak could also lead to differentiation.

4.2. Partitioning From a Moving to Fixed Grid

As a result of the previous step, each aerosol distribution $N$ is split into activated CCN, activated IDN, and interstitial aerosol. Activated CCN, denoted here as distribution $l_q$, contain liquid water ($L$) and all the aerosol
is now \(> 0.2\) assumed to occur for all particles >0.2 \(\mu\)m in diameter in all distributions. The figure shows the summation of water over all activated CCN in each layer. Activated IDN (distribution ic), contain ice (I) and aerosol constituents. The total volume of a single grown liquid drop in a liquid distribution (Lq) that forms on aerosol particles in bin \(i\) of distribution \(N\) is now \(v_{Lq,Ni} = v_{Lq,Ni} + \sum_{k=1}^{N} v_{Lq,Ni,k}\) (19) is the total volume concentration (\(cm^3 cm^{-3}\)) of the hydrometeor. It consists of the volume concentration of liquid water \((v_{Lq,Ni} = m_{Lq,Ni}/\rho_{L})\), the volume concentration of an aerosol solution, and the volume concentrations of all nonsolution aerosol components (determined from mole concentrations). Similar equations are written for ice.

The growth calculation assumed hydrometeors grew to their exact size without consideration of bin boundaries (moving bin method). For coagulation, in particular, it is often useful to use fixed (stationary) size bins. As such, hydrometeors and their components are rebinned here to fixed-bin hydrometeor size distributions. The volume concentration of total hydrometeor in original moving bin \(i\) is rebinned between two adjacent fixed bins, \(k\) and \(k + 1\), in a new hydrometeor distribution (with \(N_C\) size bins) with \(v_{T,iq,Nk} = f_{v,T,iq,Nk} v_{T,iq,Ni}\) and \(v_{T,iq,Nk+1} = (1 - f_{v,T,iq,Nk}) v_{T,iq,Ni}\) where

\[
f_{v,T,iq,Nk} = \frac{v_{k+1} - v_{iq,Ni}}{v_{k+1} - v_k}
\]

(20)

is the volume fraction of particles from bin \(i\) partitioning into bin \(k\). Volume concentrations of liquid water and aerosol solution and the mole concentration of all individual aerosol components are similarly partitioned. The number concentration of each moving bin \(k\) is partitioned with \(n_{iq,Nk} = f_{n,iq,Nk} n_{iq,Ni}\) and \(n_{iq,Nk+1} = (1 - f_{n,iq,Nk}) n_{iq,Ni}\)

\[
f_{n,iq,Nk} = \frac{v_{k+1} - v_{iq,Ni}}{v_{k+1} - v_k}
\]

(21)

is the number fraction of particles from bin \(i\) partitioning into bin \(k\). This method conserves number and volume exactly. At this point, it is possible to treat a separate liquid and ice size distribution for each aerosol distribution. Alternatively, all liquid and ice distributions can be summed separately over all aerosol distributions to produce one liquid and one ice distribution. This is done here to minimize computational time. With respect to total volume and number concentrations in the liquid hydrometeor distribution, the summations are

\[
v_{T,iq,k} = \sum_{N=1}^{N_k} v_{T,iq,Nk} \quad n_{iq,k} = \sum_{N=1}^{N_k} n_{iq,Nk} = \frac{v_{T,iq,k}}{v_k}
\]

(22)

Similar summations are performed for liquid volume concentration, aerosol solution volume concentration, and aerosol solution and nonsolution component mole concentrations, and the same parameters for the ice distribution.

4.3. Hydrometeors Settling From Above and Melting of Hydrometeors From Above

The next step is to add hydrometeors and their aerosol components that have settled from the layer above generated from condensation/deposition in the current layer. The quantity of material settled to the current layer is given in section 4.8. Ice and graupel settled from the layer above are then melted if the ambient temperature is above the ice melting point, determined as [Rasmussen and Pruppacher, 1982]

\[
T_{melt} = T_0 + \text{MAX}\left\{ \frac{D_e}{\kappa_m R_h} \left( p_r - p_v \right), 0 \right\}
\]

(23)

Here \(T_0 = 273.15\) K, \(p_{v}(T_0)\) is the saturation vapor pressure (mb) at \(T_0\), \(T_0\) is the ambient air temperature (K), \(\rho_v\) is the ambient partial pressure of water vapor (mb), \(D_e\) is the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air (\(cm^2 s^{-1}\)), \(L_e\) is the latent heat of evaporation (J g\(^{-1}\)), \(\kappa_m\) is the thermal conductivity of moist air (J cm\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)), and \(R_h\) is the gas constant for water vapor (4614 cm\(^3\) mb g\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)). This equation suggests that, when an ice particle begins to melt in subsaturated air, evaporative cooling of the meltwater delays melting of the overall particle. The lower the relative humidity (reflected in \(p_v\)), the greater the evaporative cooling, and the higher the melting temperature. When
melting occurs, the mass (g) of ice melted in a particle is [Rasmussen et al., 1984]

$$\Delta m_{ic,Ni} = \text{MIN} \left\{ -k \frac{4 \pi r_{Ni}}{T_m} \left[ k_m(T_u - T_0)F_{h,I, Ni} - \frac{D_i L_i}{R_i} \right] \right\},$$

where $L_m$ is the latent heat of melting ($J \text{g}^{-1}$) and $h$ is the time step (s). It is assumed here that, instead of each ice/graupel particle of a given size containing the same fraction meltwater, a fraction of all ice/graupel particles of a given size by number, determined as $-\Delta m_{ic, Ni}/m_{ic, Ni}$ (where $m_{ic, Ni}$ is the mass of a single particle of that size), is converted to liquid. Temperatures are adjusted accordingly. Hydrometeor evaporation/sublimation during settling is discussed in section 4.10.

4.4. Hydrometeor-Hydrometeor Coagulation

[30] Next, coagulation is treated among hydrometeors that have grown in the current layer and settled from the layer above. Liquid drops and ice crystals are self-coagulated (liquid plus liquid or ice plus ice) to form larger liquid or ice particles and heterocoagulated (liquid plus ice) to form graupel, to simulate collision/coalescence. During hydrometeor self- and heterocoagulation, aerosol-particle components incorporated within hydrometeors are also coagulated. When liquid hydrometeors coagulate with ice or graupel to form graupel, temperatures are adjusted to account for CF.

[31] Several previous schemes for discretizing and solving the integro-differential equations for hydrometeor-hydrometeor coagulation (HHC) have been developed [e.g., Twivion et al., 1987; Hounslow et al., 1988; Lister et al., 1995; Bott, 2000, among others]. All such schemes conserve various properties, but they are explicit; thus their time step is limited by stability constraints. The scheme here is semi-implicit, positive definite, and unconditionally stable, and noniterative, with no limitation on time step. It is an extension of the scheme described by Jacobson et al. [1994] and modified by Jacobson [2002b] for multiple aerosol size distributions interacting with each other. The solution method is exactly volume conserving and exactly volume concentration (number concentration multiplied by volume) conserving. Here volume conserving and exactly volume concentration (number concentration equation can be solved directly, but the result is identical.

In the equation, $\beta_{Yl,M,i-j-h}$ is the coagulation rate coefficient (cubic centimeters per particle per second) between a particle in size bin $i$ of distribution $Y$ and a particle in size bin $j$ of distribution $M$, and $f_{h,M,j,k}$ is the fraction of the summed single-particle volume $V_{h,M} = v_h + v_M$ partitioned into bin $k$ of distribution $Y$. Because the size bin structure used here for hydrometeor coagulation is a fixed (stationary) structure, volume fractions are calculated only once, during model initialization, with

$$f_{h,M,j,k} = \begin{cases} \left( \frac{v_{h,k+1} - v_{h,j}}{v_{h,k+1} - v_{h,k}} \right) v_{h,k}, & v_{h,k} \leq v_{h,j} < v_{h,k+1}, k < N_C, \\ 1 - f_{h,M,j,k-1}, & v_{h,k-1} < v_{h,j} < v_{h,k}, k > 1, \\ 1, & v_{h,j} \geq v_{h,k}, k = N_C, \\ 0, & \text{all other cases} \end{cases}$$

[31] Finally, $P$, $Q$, and $L$ are either 1 or 0, depending on the coagulation interactions accounted for. The parameter $P_{YM} = 1$ if particles in distribution $Y$ coagulating with particles in distribution $M$ produce larger particles in distribution $Y$. If $lq$ is the liquid distribution, ic is the ice distribution, and $gr$ is the graupel distribution, then $P_{lq,ic}, P_{ic,gr}, P_{gr,ic}$, and $P_{gr,gr} = 1$, but all other interactions are zero. The parameter $Q_{lq,ic} = 1$ if particles in distribution $I$ coagulating with particles in distribution $M$ produce particles in distribution $Y$, where $I \neq M$ and $I \neq Y$. For example, $Q_{lq,ic,gr}, Q_{lq,gr,ic}, Q_{ic,ic,gr}$, and $Q_{ic,gr,ic} = 1$, but all other interactions are zero. The parameter $L_{YM} = 1$ if particles in distribution $Y$ coagulating with particles in distribution $M$ do not produce particles in distribution $Y$. For example, $L_{lq,ic}, L_{lq,gr}$, $L_{ic,ic}$, and $L_{ic,gr} = 1$, but all other interactions are zero.

[34] In equation (25), term $T_1$ accounts for production into distribution $Y$ (any distribution) due to self-coagulation (e.g., $Y + Y$) and heterocoagulation of $Y$ with a liquid or ice distribution $M$. Term $T_2$ accounts for production into distribution $Y$ due to heterocoagulation of two independent distributions, $I$ and $M$. The first part of term $T_3$ accounts for both self-coagulation loss ($Y + Y$) and heterocoagulation loss ($Y + M$) to larger sizes of the same distribution ($Y$). The
second part of $T_3$ accounts for heterocoagulation loss ($N + M$) to any distribution aside from $N$. Equation (25) is solved in a special order. Distributions that have no coagulation production from other distributions are solved first, followed by distributions with production terms from previously solved distributions. For example, distributions are solved in the order $lq, ic, gr$ or $ic, lq, gr$. Within each distribution, equations are solved from bin $k = 1$ through $NC$. Each volume concentration distribution ($f$) can be solved in any order. To minimize computer time, all calculations involving a zero value of $f$, $P$, $Q$, or $L$ are eliminated ahead of time.

The total coagulation kernel in the model ($\beta_{tot,l,j}$, cubic centimeters per particle per second) is the product of a coalescence efficiency ($E_{coal,l,j}$) and a collision kernel ($K_{tot,l,j}$, cubic centimeters per particle per second). Coalescence efficiencies are taken from the work of Beard and Ochs [1984] for small particle radius $<50$ μm and from the work of Pruppacher and Klett [1997] (equations 14–28) for all other sizes. Beard and Ochs [1984] show that, due to the low kinetic energy of impact, the coalescence efficiency of particles $<2$ μm in radius with particles of any other size is unity. Coalescence efficiencies for larger-particle interactions are $<1$.

The total collision kernel is a combination of kernels for Brownian motion, Brownian diffusion enhancement, turbulent inertial motion, turbulent shear, gravitational settling, thermophoresis, diffusiophoresis, and electric charge. The default kernels used here for the first five processes are described in equations 16.26–16.36 by Jacobson [1999].

Beard and Grover [1974] derived a kernel from cloud-chamber measurements that accounts for Brownian motion, Brownian diffusion enhancement, and gravitational collection for 40 < large radius < 600 μm, small radius >1 μm, and small/large radius $<0.1$. Under these conditions, their kernel is used to override the corresponding default kernels.

For nonoverlapping cases of 0.001 < small radius < 10 μm and 42 < large radius < 310 μm, the coagulation kernel is overridden further as follows. Wang et al. [1978] and Martin et al. [1980] derived overall collision kernels that accounted for gravitation, thermophoresis, diffusiophoresis, particle charge, Brownian motion, and Brownian diffusion enhancement, but not turbulent shear or turbulent inertial motion. Their kernel was in the form of the first expression below, which equals the second expression

$$K_{tot,l,j} = \frac{4\pi B_{p,j} C_{l,j}}{\exp(B_{p,j} C_{l,j} / D_{p,j} r_j) - 1}.$$  

In this equation, $r_j$ is the big-particle radius (cm), $B_{p,j}$ is the mobility ($s^{-1}$) of small particles of radius $r_l$ (cm), $C_{l,j}$ is a complex parameter ($g cm^{-3} s^{-1}$) that depends on charge, thermophoresis, and diffusiophoresis, $D_{p,j}$ is the diffusion coefficient ($cm^2 s^{-1}$) of the small particle, $F_{p,l,j}$ is the ventilation coefficient for the small particle impacting the large particle, $K_{DE,l,j}$ is the Brownian diffusion collision kernel, and for the case of a small particle interacting with a large particle, $K_{B,l,j}$ is the Brownian diffusion enhancement collision kernel, and for the case of a small particle interacting with a large particle, $K_{B,l,j}$ is the Brownian diffusion enhancement collision kernel, and for the case of a small particle interacting with a large particle, $K_{B,l,j}$ is the Brownian diffusion collision kernel.

The result is

$$K_{tot,l,j} = \frac{4\pi B_{p,j} C_{l,j}}{\exp(4\pi B_{p,j} C_{l,j} / [K_B + K_{DE,l,j} + K_{TBI,l,j} + K_{TS,l,j}]) - 1},$$

which simplifies to $K_{tot,l,j} = [K_B + K_{DE,l,j} + K_{TBI,l,j} + K_{TS,l,j}]$ in the absence of gravitation, charge, thermophoresis, and diffusiophoresis.

Figure 6 shows modeled collision efficiencies of 42 μm radius particle interacting with smaller particles for two turbulent dissipation rates ($\epsilon$, cm$^2$ s$^{-3}$) and two charge conditions ($q$, esu cm$^{-2}$). The two curves for zero dissipation compare closely with curves 2 and 6 of Figure 4a of Ochs [1978]. The addition of turbulence affects collision efficiency the greatest when electric charge is zero. For nonzero or zero charge, turbulence increases collision efficiencies more for larger than smaller particles.

Figure 7 shows individual collision kernels when $\epsilon = 100$ cm$^2$ s$^{-3}$, $q = 2$ esu cm$^{-2}$, and other conditions were...
breakup is to add breakup terms to the coagulation solution. One method of solving for drop sedimentation. Figure 8 shows that, when coagulation are those after a one half time step of sedimentation. If concentration instead of the kernel). This is done for aerosol-

diameter. For the bulk of this study, the result from those shown in Figure 6. Brownian motion and diffusion enhancement dominated collision with a 42-μm particle when the second particle was of <0.01 μm radius. Turbulent inertia, which was strong in this case, dominated when the second particle was of 0.01–4 μm radius. Gravitational collection dominated for larger second particles.

Figure 8 shows an example of coagulation of a liquid distribution following condensation, in the absence of settling from above. The time steps for growth and coagulation were 1 hour. The four coagulation results were obtained when coagulation kernels were modified with those shown in Figure 6. 

where \( V_f \) is the hydrometeor fall speed (cm \( \cdot \) s\(^{-1}\)), \( \Delta s_{11} \) is the thickness of layer \( m \), and \( x \) is a fraction, set to 0, 1/6, 1/3, and 1/2 in the four cases. Each term in the denominator represents a loss of initial concentration due to sedimentation from the layer during the coagulation time step. If \( x = 0 \), coagulation is solved as if no loss due to sedimentation occurs during the time step. This assumption is unrealistic, since it assumes that particles 5 mm in diameter are present in a layer for the same length of time as particles 10 μm in diameter. If \( x = 1/2 \), coagulation is solved as if the concentrations used for coagulation are those after a one half time step of sedimentation. Figure 8 shows that, when \( x = 0 \), coagulation produced particles almost 8 mm in diameter over 1 hour. When \( x = 1/2 \), the largest coagulated particles were <1 mm in diameter. For the bulk of this study, the result from \( x = 1/3 \), a compromise is used, although sensitivities with \( x = 0 \) are also discussed. An alternative to using equation (29) is to solve a half step of sedimentation prior to HHC (adjusting the concentration instead of the kernel). This is done for aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation, described shortly.

4.5. Liquid Drop Breakup

Liquid-liquid self-coagulation can produce large raindrops that fall apart. One method of solving for drop breakup is to add breakup terms to the coagulation solution [e.g., List and Gillespie, 1976]. This method requires a fragment probability distribution for the interaction of each hydrometeor pair. A second method is to assume drops break up once they reach a critical size [e.g., Danielsen et al., 1972]. This method requires a breakup distribution, which is similar to a fragment probability distribution, except that a breakup distribution is independent of the relative sizes of two colliding particles. Since coagulation is the primary method of producing large drops, the second method is similar to the first although the first allows some huge drops to persist longer. Since uncertainties of fragment probabilities are similar to those of breakup distributions, there is no advantage to the first method in this respect.

Here raindrop breakup is treated by curve fitting the breakup distribution of Danielsen et al. [1972] so that it can be used for any size discretization. Drop breakup is assumed to occur when drops exceed 5 mm diameter. When this occurs, a mass fraction of the breakup drop is assigned to several bins. The mass fraction going to bin \( k \) is 

\[
\frac{dM}{M_f d \log_{10} D} d \log_{10} d_k = \sum_{j=1}^{N_k} \left( \frac{dM}{M_f d \log_{10} D} d \log_{10} d_k \right).
\]

is a polynomial fit, derived here, to the breakup distribution of Danielsen et al. [1972] (\( dM \) is incremental mass, \( M_f \) is total mass, and \( D \) is diameter). Table 1 gives coefficients for equation (31). Figure 9 shows the breakup distribution from equation (31).

![Figure 9. Raindrop breakup size distribution generated from equation (31), which was derived here as a fit to the breakup distribution of Danielsen et al. [1972].](image-url)
4.6. Contact Freezing of Liquid Drops by Aerosol Particles

[44] Contact freezing (CF) is a mechanism by which aerosol ice contact nuclei (ICN) impact liquid drops at subfreezing temperatures, causing them to freeze to graupel. This process is treated here by coagulating size-resolved aerosols from all distributions with all sizes of liquid hydrometeors. The calculation assumes that if aerosol particles in an aerosol size bin contain active ICN and collide with drops in a liquid hydrometeor bin, a fraction of the population of contacted liquid drops and their components in the bin is transferred to the same bin in the graupel. In-cloud temperatures are updated to account for latent heat release during CF.

[45] The loss of liquid hydrometeor total volume concentration or component volume concentration and the corresponding gain of graupel due to CF are

\[
v_{\text{c, liq},k,t} = \frac{v_{\text{c, liq},k,t-\Delta b}}{1 + hT_3} \quad \text{where} \quad T_3 = F_T \sum_{j=1}^{N_c} \left( \sum_{N=1}^{N_p} \beta_{\text{ICN},Nj,t,h} F_{\text{ICN},Nj,t,h} \right)
\]

and

\[
v_{\text{c, gr},k,t} = v_{\text{c, gr},k,t-\Delta b} + v_{\text{c, liq},k} hT_3,
\]

respectively, where \(F_T\) is the temperature dependence of contact nucleation, \(F_{\text{ICN},Nj}\) is the fraction of the number concentration of particles in the size bin that are contact nuclei, and the final number concentrations in each bin of each distribution are \(n_{\text{c, liq},k,t} = n_{\text{c, liq},k}/v_{\text{c, liq},k}\) and \(n_{\text{c, gr},k,t} = n_{\text{c, gr},k}/v_{\text{c, gr},k}\). The temperature parameter is

\[
F_T = \begin{cases} 
0 & T > -3^\circ\text{C} \\
-(T + 3)/15 & -18 < T < -3^\circ\text{C} \\
1 & T < -18^\circ\text{C}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(T\) is in \(^\circ\text{C}\). This equation was obtained by noting that Figure 2 of Pitter and Pruppacher [1973] shows that kaolinite and montmorillonite contact freeze 100% of drops at \(-18^\circ\text{C}\) and 0% of drops at \(-3^\circ\text{C}\). The product, \(F_T F_{\text{ICN},Nj,t,h}\), is the number of contact nuclei in a given bin of a given aerosol distribution at a given temperature. Parameterizations of the total number of ICN at a given temperature are available [e.g., Meyers et al., 1992] but are not used here for the same reason for which parameterizations of IDN are not used, as discussed earlier. Instead, \(F_{\text{ICN},Nj}\) is set to \(F_{\text{IDN},Nj}\), although this assumption is conservative because a higher fraction of aerosol components generally serves as ICN than IDN. A sensitivity was run (section 5.5) to test this assumption. CF is not allowed to affect aerosol distributions because aerosol coagulation with all hydrometeors is treated separately in section 4.9.

4.7. Homogeneous + Heterogeneous Freezing of Liquid Drops

[46] The model also treats homogeneous plus heterogeneous freezing (HHF). Heterogeneous freezing occurs when a drop contains an ice nuclei (IIN). Immersion nuclei are not treated explicitly here because of the uncertainty in nucleation rate parameters for IIN. Instead, HHF is treated by fitting an equation to laboratory results of liquid drop freezing. This treatment is also uncertain, because it assumes that the composition of drops in the air is similar to that in laboratory experiments, which have often been performed with tap water. Thus it is uncertain whether the experiments simulated heterogeneous or homogeneous freezing or both.

[47] Several studies have suggested that the HHF temperature is related logarithmically to drop volume [e.g., Bigg, 1953; Vali, 1971; Pitter and Pruppacher, 1973]. For heterogeneous freezing, this assumption is physical since ICN are not used, as discussed earlier. Instead, HHF is treated by fitting an equation to laboratory results of liquid drop freezing. This treatment is also uncertain, because it assumes that the composition of drops in the air is similar to that in laboratory experiments, which have often been performed with tap water. Thus it is uncertain whether the experiments simulated heterogeneous or homogeneous freezing or both.

\[
F_{\text{h, c},t} = v_{\text{liq},k}\exp\left[-B(T - T_r)\right],
\]

where \(T\) is the temperature of a population of drops (\(^\circ\text{C}\)), \(T_r\) is a reference temperature (\(^\circ\text{C}\)), and \(B\) is a fitting coefficient (\(^\circ\text{C}^{-1}\)). Since the equation is empirical, units do not equate. From this equation, the median freezing temperature, which is the temperature at which 50% of drops freeze (\(F_{\text{h, c},t} = 0.5\)), is

\[
T_m = T_r - \frac{1}{B} \ln\left(\frac{0.5}{v_{\text{liq},k}}\right).
\]

Several values of \(B\) and \(T_r\) have been derived from laboratory data [e.g., Danielsen et al., 1972; Orville and Kopp, 1977]. Pitter and Pruppacher [1973] showed experimentally that the freezing rate followed logarithmically with drop volume only for temperatures below \(-15^\circ\text{C}\). Here data from the work of Pitter and Pruppacher [1973, Figure 1, curve 1] are used to derive values of \(B\) and \(T_r\) (which they did not present) for drop volume \(-15^\circ\text{C}\) and separately for \(-15^\circ\text{C}\) to \(-10^\circ\text{C}\). For the former regime, \(B\) and \(T_r\) are found here to be \(0.475^\circ\text{C}^{-1}\) and \(0^\circ\text{C}\), respectively. For the latter regime, they are \(1.85^\circ\text{C}^{-1}\) and \(-11.14^\circ\text{C}\), respectively. For the latter regime, the fit treats the volume dependence of their data correctly only at the extremes, but still represents an improvement over the use of one equation. Above \(-10^\circ\text{C}\), no drops are permitted to freeze. Figure 10 compares the fits to the original data.
[48] Equation (36) is an equilibrium equation. A time-dependent freezing-rate equation is

\[
\frac{d n_{gr,k,t-h}}{dt} = n_{lq,k,t-h} n_{lq,k,t-h} A \exp[-B(T - T_r)], \quad (37)
\]

where \( A = 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} \) [e.g., Reisin et al., 1996; Orville and Kopp, 1977]. Integrating this equation gives the changes in liquid and graupel number concentration over time step \( h \) as

\[
n_{gr,k,t-h} = n_{gr,k,t} (1 - F_{fr,k,t-h}) \text{ and } n_{gr,k,t-h} = n_{gr,k,t-h} + n_{lq,k,t-h} F_{fr,k,t-h}, \]

respectively, where

\[
F_{fr,k,t} = 1 - \exp \left\{- h A v_{lq,k,t-h} \exp[-B(T - T_r)] \right\}. \quad (38)
\]

Component volume concentrations are similarly partitioned between liquid and ice. The median freezing temperature from this equation is

\[
T_m = T_r - \frac{1}{B} \ln \left( \frac{\text{ln}(0.5)}{h A v_{lq,k,t-h}} \right). \quad (39)
\]

Equating equations (39) and (36) suggests that the time for equilibration when \( A = 10^{-14} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{s}^{-3} \) is \( h_{eq} = \text{ln}(0.5)/(0.5 A) = 13,862 \text{ s} \), which is much greater than the time step for model processes. In-cloud temperatures are updated to account for latent heat release during HHF.

4.8. Setting of Hydrometeors and their Aerosol Components

[50] Setting from a layer is calculated in two half time steps during the cloud time interval. Two half steps are taken because for processes such as aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation and cloud chemistry, it is desirable to have parameter values at the middle, rather than beginning or end, of the interval. Thus after the first settling calculation, some processes are solved. The settling procedure is a standard implicit, noniterative, unconditionally stable, and exactly mass- and number-conserving scheme. As applied here, it permits a solution one layer at a time that gives the same solution as if all layers were solved simultaneously over the same time step. The advantage of solving one layer at a time is that many operator-split processes can be treated in each layer that affect layers below.

[50] The loss of total or component volume concentration in a size bin during two half steps of settling is

\[
v_{x,y,k,t-h,m} = v_{x,y,k,t-h,m} + \left(1 + \frac{h V_f, y, k, m}{2} \Delta z_m \right), \quad (40)
\]

\[
v_{x,y,k,t,m} = v_{x,y,k,t-m} + \left(1 + \frac{h V_f, y, k, m}{2} \Delta z_m \right), \quad (41)
\]

where several processes are solved between the two half time steps. At the end of the two half steps, the corresponding gain to the layer below is

\[
v_{x,y,k,t-h,m+1} = v_{x,y,k,t-h,m+1} + \frac{h V_f, y, k, m}{2} \Delta z_m \Delta z_{m+1} \left(v_{x,y,k,t-1/2} + v_{x,y,k,t,1/2} \right), \quad (42)
\]

where the gain is added to time \( t - h \) to ensure the solution for one layer at a time that exactly matches for all layers simultaneously. Here \( V_f \) is the fall speed (cm s\(^{-1}\)). The fall speeds for liquid drops are calculated from the work of Beard [1976], who covered the size range 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \)–7 mm. Fall speeds for ice and graupel are similar, except that Reynolds numbers and fall speed are adjusted for shape assuming ice and graupel are hexagonal plates and oblate spheroids, respectively. Shape factors used are from the studies of Fuchs [1964] and Turco et al. [1982].

[51] The material added to layer \( m + 1 \) is precipitation passing to that layer. If layer \( m \) is the bottom layer, \( v_{x,y,k,t-h, m+1} = \Delta \delta_{m+1} \) (where \( \Delta \delta_{m+1} \) at the surface can have any value since it cancels out) represents precipitation per unit area of hydrometeors and their aerosol components to the surface. The liquid water content (cm\(^3\) cm\(^{-3}\)) of precipitation in any layer, used shortly for gas rainout, is \( \rho_L v_{x,y,k,t-h, m+1} = v_{x,y,k,t-h, m+1} \) and is obtained at the end of the two half steps of settling. Precipitation falling into a layer is added to new hydrometeors produced in this layer, as described in section 4.3.

4.9. Aerosol-Hydrometeor Coagulation: Aerosol Washout

[52] Following the first half step of settling, aerosol particles from all aerosol distributions are coagulated with each hydrometeor distribution, reducing the number of aerosol particles and increasing the volume of hydrometeor particles and aerosol components trapped within hydrometeors by the corresponding loss in interstitial aerosol. Since aerosol particles that coagulate with hydrometeor particles can sediment to lower layers, aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation is part of the washout process.

[53] The aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation loss for aerosols and their components is

\[
v_{x,y,k,t-h} = v_{x,y,k,t-h} + h T_3 ^{-1}, \quad T_3 = \sum_{j=1}^{N_T} \sum_{j=1}^{N_T} \frac{\beta_{N_i, j, y, k, t-h} n_{M_j, t-h}}{1 + h T_3}, \quad (43)
\]

where the integration is performed over the entire time step \( h \), but the initial values for hydrometeors are those obtained following the first half step of settling (\( t \) and \( t - h \) are still used since the time interval for the calculation is \( h \)). The corresponding volume-conserving production of hydrometeors and aerosol components within hydrometeors is

\[
v_{x,y,k,t-h} = v_{x,y,k,t-h} + h (T_1 + T_2) ^{-1}, \quad (44)
\]

where

\[
T_1 = \sum_{j=1}^{N_T} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} n_{N_j, t-h} \sum_{i=1}^{k} f_{y_i, y_j} \beta_{N_i, y_j, t-h} v_{x,y,k,t-h} \right), \quad (45)
\]

\[
T_2 = \sum_{j=1}^{N_T} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} n_{y_j, t-h} \sum_{i=1}^{k} f_{y_i, y_j} \beta_{N_i, y_j, t-h} v_{x,y,k,t-h} \right), \quad (46)
\]

and

\[
T_3 = \sum_{j=1}^{N_T} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} (1 - f_{y_i, y_j}) \beta_{N_i, y_j, t-h} n_{M_j, t-h} \right). \quad (47)
\]
In addition, \(n_{NL} = v_{NL} f / u_{g}\) and \(n_{LY} = v_{LY} f / u_{g}\). The aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation kernels are calculated in the same manner as are those for HHC, accounting for thermophoresis, diffusiophoresis, charge, etc.

### 4.10. Below-Cloud Hydrometeor Evaporation/Sublimation and Evaporative Freezing

[54] When hydrometeors settle to subsaturated layers below a cloud, they begin to evaporate/sublimate. The evaporation/sublimation rate of small hydrometeors is sufficiently fast that the entire hydrometeor may diminish to the aerosol core. Large hydrometeors, though, often survive to reach the surface. Evaporation/sublimation of a hydrometeor cools its surface. The treatment of evaporation/sublimation described here accounts for vapor exchange and change in surface temperature.

[55] The procedure for drop evaporation/crystal sublimation during settling is performed by first calculating the equilibrium drop or crystal temperature iteratively then solving for evaporation/sublimation using the resulting vapor gradient between the hydrometeor surface and ambient air. This procedure is based on the method of Beard and Pruppacher [1971] and Pruppacher and Rasmussen [1979] with modification. The process is calculated before the second half step of settling.

[56] In the case of a liquid drop, the iteration involves solving the following equations:

\[
p_{s,n} = p_{v,s}(T_{s,n}),
\]

\[
p_{f,n} = 0.5(p_{s,n} + p_{v,n}),
\]

\[
T_{s,n+1} = T_{s,n} - \frac{D_{v} \Delta L_{v}}{v_{m}(1 - p_{f,n}/p_{a}) R_{v} T_{f,n}},
\]

\[
p_{v,n+1} = p_{v,n} + \Delta p_{v,n},
\]

\[
\Delta p_{v,n} = 0.3 \left[p_{s,n} - p_{v,n}\right],
\]

\[
T_{f,n} = 0.5(T_{s,n} + T_{a}),
\]

where \(T_{s,n}\) is the drop surface temperature (K) at iteration \(n\), initialized at the ambient temperature \(T_{a}\) (K), which stays constant, \(p_{v,n}\) is the saturation vapor pressure (mb) over the drop surface, evaluated at the drop surface temperature, \(D_{v}\) is the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air (cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)), \(L_{v}\) is the latent heat of evaporation (J g\(^{-1}\)), \(v_{m}\) is the thermal conductivity of moist air (J cm\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)), \(R_{v}\) is the gas constant for water vapor (4614 cm\(^3\) mb g\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)), and \(p_{a}\) is the ambient air pressure (mb). The above set of equations is iterated a minimum of three times. The factor of 0.3 is included in \(\Delta p_{v,n}\) to ensure convergence without overshooting. Otherwise, the equations differ from the study of Beard and Pruppacher [1971] only in that the present equations ignore ventilation coefficients for energy and vapor and radiative heating to eliminate the size-dependence of the iterative calculation, which would add to computer time without affecting the results significantly. For example, when size-dependent parameters are included, the difference in final drop surface temperature between a 0.001 and 1000 \(\mu m\) drop is only 2.5% (0.05 K/2 K) of the mean drop surface temperature depression when the relative humidity (RH) is 80% and the ambient temperature is 283.15 K. Even at an RH of 1%, the difference is only 4% (0.4 K/10 K). Temperature equations for sublimation are analogous to those for evaporation.

[57] Figure 11 shows the variation in equilibrium drop surface temperature and other parameters for initial RHs of 1–100% under (1) lower-tropospheric conditions, (2) midtropospheric conditions, and (3) upper-tropospheric conditions. The figure shows that, under lower-tropospheric conditions, drop surface temperatures can decrease by as much as 10 K when the ambient RH is 1%. At RH = 80%, which is more typical below a cloud, the temperature depression is close to 2 K. Under midtropospheric conditions, supercooled drop temperatures can decrease by as much as 2.2 K when they fall into regions of RH = 1% (Figure 11b) or 1 K if they fall into regions of 50% RH. Under upper-tropospheric conditions, the maximum temperature depression is about 0.5 K.

[58] After a drop’s surface temperature is found, its evaporation rate is determined by

\[
v_{L, k,n,m} = \frac{\Delta z}{V_{f,k}} \left[\frac{m_{f} q_{m} 4 \pi dr D_{m} (p_{v,s,0} - p_{v,i})}{(1 - p_{f,i}/p_{a}) v_{L} R_{v} T_{f,i}}\right],
\]

where the subscripts 0 and \(i\) indicate initial and final values, respectively, from equation (45), and the time step over which evaporation occurs is determined as the layer thickness divided by the fall speed; thus it is the time the hydrometeor can last in the layer before falling to the next layer. This time step is physical since if the model time interval were used in the calculation, big drops with short lifetimes would evaporate in the model for a longer period than they actually last in the layer. Drops with long lifetimes will be evaporated anyway once the time interval is over. Water vapor and temperature in the model are adjusted following evaporation. Ice sublimation is calculated in a similar manner. Evaporation/sublimation is a moving bin calculation in the model. Following it, drops are rebinned to fixed bins with the volume- and number-conserving equations discussed in section 4.2. After rebinning, the second step of settling is performed.

[59] Figure 12 shows an example effect of evaporation on an idealized size distribution of precipitation drops reaching the surface after falling about 1 km from cloud base through air in which the RH was 99 and 75%. Evaporation eliminated small drops in both cases. Evaporation shrank drops more effectively at the lower RH, as expected. Subcloud evaporation added water vapor to the air below the cloud, as previously found experimentally and numerically, [e.g.,
A combination of Figures 11 and 10 suggests that evaporative cooling of liquid drops at their surface as they fall into regions of low RH under the right temperature and pressure conditions may be a mechanism of drop freezing. This proposed mechanism is referred to here as "evaporative freezing." Whenever a liquid drop falls through subsaturated air, it cools. If a large drop cools to below \(-10^\circ C\), the probability of heterogeneous freezing exceeds zero (Figure 10). As the drop cools more, the probability of freezing increases further. The onset of freezing and the median freezing temperature of small drops are lower than those of large drops, but even for small drops, evaporative cooling may enhance the probability of freezing under the right conditions.

When a drop freezes in air substaturated with respect to liquid, it begins to sublime if the air is also subsaturated with respect to ice. Small crystals may sublime altogether, but large drops may reach the surface as graupel. Even small drops that freeze then sublime and may have an impact on radiative, aerosol, or cloud properties in the atmosphere while they are present, but this issue is not explored here.

Figure 13 demonstrates modeled enhanced freezing due to evaporative cooling. The figure shows a liquid distribution at 100\% RH. At RH = 81\%, the subfreezing temperature (236.988 K) cooled by 0.35 K, increasing the number of frozen liquid drops by about 5\% above the number frozen at 236.988 K (not shown in the figure).

The theory, discussed here, that evaporative cooling at a drop's surface as the drop falls through subsaturated air may enhance its rate of freezing is analogous to the theory, shown experimentally by Rasmussen and Pruppacher [1982], that evaporative cooling delays the onset of melting.

The evaporative freezing theory also implies that homogeneous/heterogeneous drop freezing in subsaturated air may occur first on a drop surface rather than in the bulk of the drop. Other authors have suggested that homogeneous/heterogeneous freezing is more likely to occur at a drop surface than in the bulk of a drop, but for different reasons. Tabazadeh et al. [2003], for example, found that ice nucleation is thermodynamically favored on the surface in comparison with the bulk of a liquid drop, even when no temperature gradient exists. Stuart [2002] found that, if a frozen nucleus forms in the middle of a drop, thin dendrites shoot out to the surface and warm the drop within less than 0.1 s. Heat loss by the partially frozen drop occurs only by

Figure 11. Variation in equilibrium liquid drop surface temperature (\(T_r\), K), saturation vapor pressure over the drop surface (\(p_s\), mb), partial pressure of water away from the drop surface (\(p_v\), mb), and RH near the drop surface for initial ambient RHs of 1–100\% when (a) the ambient temperature (\(T_a\)) = 283.15 K and air pressure (\(p_a\)) = 900 mb (lower tropospheric conditions) (b) \(T_a\) = 245.94 K and \(p_a\) = 440.7 mb (middle tropospheric conditions), and (c) \(T_a\) = 223.25 K and \(p_a\) = 265 mb (upper tropospheric conditions). The figure was obtained from equation (45).

Figure 12. Effect of evaporation on the size distribution of precipitation drops reaching the surface after falling from a cloud base at about 1.5 km through subsaturated air in which the RH was 99 and 75\%, respectively.
the mechanism of surface relative to the interior. The main difference between in the center, the rate of freezing quickly increases at the surface, inward. Thus although freezing initiates from the surface, inward. Remaining freezing proceeds by surface cooling as a drop falls through subsaturated air. With the latter, surface freezing is triggered by heterogeneous or homogeneous freezing within the drop itself; with the former, surface freezing is triggered by surface cooling as a drop falls through subsaturated air. Evaporative freezing can occur on its own or with one of these other mechanisms to enhance the rate of surface freezing.

4.11. Evaporation of Leftover Hydrometeors to Aerosol Cores, Large-Scale Precipitation

Since the cumulus and stratus parameterizations for the next time interval of cloud calculations require water to be vapor, it is necessary to evaporate/sublimate remaining hydrometeors in each layer. When drops/crystals are evaporated/sublimed in a layer, their cores, which consist of solution and nonsolution components, remain. These components are reblinded to the most internally mixed aerosol distribution ($N = N_1$) with the technique from section 4.2. Following evaporation, supersaturated water is condensed or deposited in bulk, then dropped to the layer below, where it is converted back to vapor. This condensation/deposition procedure is iterative and adjusts temperature [Arakawa and Lamb, 1977]. If excess water remains at the bottom, it is treated as large-scale precipitation.


Gas washout is solved progressively from the topmost cloud layer to the surface by considering that gas dissolved in bulk rainwater from a layer above is carried to a current layer, where it affects the solubility of the gas in the current layer. The numerical solution is derived by considering the gas-hydrometeor equilibrium equation,

$$\frac{C_{qm \cdot m \cdot t}}{C_{q \cdot m \cdot t}} = H'T' \sum_{k=1}^{N} p_{l \cdot q \cdot k \cdot t \cdot m}$$

and the gas-hydrometeor mass-balance equation

$$C_{q \cdot m \cdot t} + C_{q \cdot lq \cdot t \cdot m} = C_{q \cdot t \cdot h \cdot m} + C_{q \cdot lq \cdot t \cdot m - 1} \frac{\Delta X_{m - 1}}{\Delta X_{m}}.$$  

where $C_{q \cdot m \cdot t}$ is the mole concentration of gas $q$. $C_{q \cdot lq \cdot t \cdot m}$ is the total (summed over all bins) mole concentration of the dissolved gas in the liquid distribution. $p_{l \cdot q \cdot k \cdot t \cdot m}$ is liquid precipitation passing through layer $m$ in bin $k$ (cm$^{-3}$ cm$^2$). $R'$ is the gas constant (0.08206 l atm mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), $H'$ is an effective Henry’s constant for species $q$ (mol l$^{-1}$ atm$^{-1}$), and $T$ is temperature (K). Equation (48) states that the final gas plus aqueous species concentration equals the initial gas concentration in the layer plus the aqueous concentration in precipitation from the layer above. For the top cloud layer, $C_{q \cdot lq \cdot t \cdot m - 1} = 0$. Combining Equations (47) and (48) gives the final gas concentration in layer $m$,

$$C_{q \cdot m \cdot t} = \left( C_{q \cdot t \cdot h \cdot m} + C_{q \cdot lq \cdot t \cdot m - 1} \right) \frac{\Delta X_{m - 1}}{\Delta X_{m}} + 1 + H' \frac{R'}{T} \sum_{k=1}^{N} p_{l \cdot q \cdot k \cdot t \cdot m}$$

The aqueous-phase mole concentration, used for the next layer, is

$$C_{q \cdot lq \cdot t \cdot m} = C_{q \cdot t \cdot h \cdot m} + C_{q \cdot lq \cdot t \cdot m - 1} \frac{\Delta X_{m - 1}}{\Delta X_{m}} - C_{q \cdot m \cdot t}.$$
a range of liquid water contents (0.0003–9 g m$^{-3}$), pH values (0–8), and temperatures, these reactions may be the major sinks of SO$_2$(g) in aerosols and clouds [Liang and Jacobson, 1999]. Overall reaction rates for the two reactions are a combination of an effective Henry's constant for each reactant, aqueous reaction rates for intermediate reactions, and liquid water content, summed over all hydrometeor and aerosol sizes. Cloud water is obtained from the half point of the settling calculation. The bulk S(VI)(aq) produced from the two reactions is distributed over each cloud and aerosol size bin proportionately to liquid water volume in the bin. The incremental S(VI)(aq) assigned to each bin is added to the S(VI)(aq) already in the bin.

5. Analysis of Cloud Interactions With Multiple Aerosol Distributions

Here the cloud module is analyzed in a one-dimensional simulation, introduced in section 2. During the simulation, a cumulonimbus cloud with base at 872 mb and top near 90 mb, evolved. The cloud contained liquid, mixed-phase, and ice sectors. All processes described in sections 3 and 4 were treated. The equilibrium cumulus and stratus parameterizations were used to obtain first guesses of cloud water and thermodynamic variables. Remaining processes were solved over a 1-hour time step ($h = 3600$ s).

5.1. Effect of Solute and Surface Tension on Activation

Following evaporation of bulk water (section 3.4), clouds and precipitation were formed on the 16 aerosol distributions in Figure 3, with vertical variation as in Figure 2. The left side of Figure 14 shows the unactivated (interstitial) aerosols after the 1-hour time step of condensation at cloud base (872 mb). Aerosol activation diameters were smallest for particles containing electrolyte solutions or OM (sea spray, sulfate, OM, spray-sulfate, spray-OM, sulfate-OM), largest for particles containing neither (soil, BC, soil-BC), and in-between for distributions containing some electrolytes or OM (spray-soil, spray-BC, soil-sulfate, soil-OM, sulfate-BC, BC-OM). The presence of dissolved solutes decreased critical supersaturations (equation (10)). Dissolved solutes and OM decreased surface tensions, further decreasing critical supersaturations. In both cases, reduced supersaturations increased activation (even though the critical radius increased in both cases, equation (10)) in comparison with when a dilute water surface was assumed. The results here support numerous studies that have found that solute and surface tension affect the activation size of cloud drops. Because externally mixed soot contained no solute, it activated at larger size than did externally mixed sulfate. This suggests that the first indirect climate effect of soot on clouds may be less than that of sulfate, which was found by Jacobson [2002a] with the module described here.
5.2. Effect of HHC on Clouds

[70] Curve a on the right side of Figure 14 is the liquid hydrometeor distribution after condensation onto activated CCN. This is the same distribution as the 872-mb distribution shown in Figure 5a. Curve b in Figure 14 is curve a plus the distribution of hydrometeors settled from the layer above. The curve indicates that the two major modes of hydrometeors in the layer were due to growth of new drops on activated CCN and settling from above. The particles smaller than 4 μm diameter at cloud base were aerosol cores or partially grown hydrometeors that settled from above. Curve c shows the effect of a 1-hour HHC step applied to curve b. Coagulation reduced the peak number concentration of the growth mode and shifted the mode to larger sizes. Coagulation of growth-mode particles with the sedimentation mode also shifted smaller sedimentation-mode particles to slightly larger sizes. In this simulation, coagulation did not produce liquid drops large enough to break up (a case with breakup is shown shortly). Curve d shows the effect on Curve c of a half-time step of settling to below. A half step of settling was shown since the resulting concentration is that used for aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation and aqueous chemistry. Settling removed primarily large particles.

[71] Figure 15 compares liquid distributions at two levels in the cloud and at the surface after the first sedimentation half time step in three model layers in the one-dimensional simulation.

Figure 15. Baseline-case hydrometeor distributions after the first sedimentation half time step in three model layers in the one-dimensional simulation.

[72] Figure 16a compares curve d from Figure 14 with that from a case in which HHC was ignored in all layers of the model. When coagulation was ignored, the second mode of hydrometeors shown in Figure 16a was due to sedimentation from large ice particles that settled and melted from layers above and from large liquid condensation drops settling from above (Figure 5). Neglecting coagulation prevented the growth of large precipitation drops, as expected.

[73] Figure 16b shows results at cloud base from three additional simulations in which HHC was faster (x = 0 in equation (29)) than in the baseline case (x = 1/3). The three cases include one with only x = 0, one with x = 0 and no drop breakup, and one with x = 0 and with drop breakup after the half step of sedimentation instead of before it. In these simulations, HHC produced particles sufficiently large to be broken up, as illustrated in the “no breakup” case. Without breakup, almost all particles 0.2–6 mm were eliminated. With breakup (“baseline”), huge particles were redistributed to smaller sizes, forming the second mode. When breakup was solved after instead of before a half step of sedimentation, the second mode was slightly smaller since sedimentation removed the largest drops before they could be broken up.

[74] In sum, concentrations of liquid drops 0.1–5 mm diameter were affected by HHC and breakup. When coagulation was slow, drops entered this size region but did not become much larger. When coagulation was fast, drops passed through this region quickly, but were redistributed by breakup back into it.
5.3. Effect of Aerosol-Hydrometeor Coagulation on Aerosol Removal

Aerosol number removal is due to four processes: rainout (nucleation scavenging), washout (impaction scavenging), sedimentation, and dry deposition (evaporation and chemistry do not reduce aerosol number). Rainout is due to condensation and deposition of water onto CCN and IDN, respectively, followed by removal of the hydrometeor. Washout is due to coagulation of hydrometeors with interstitial aerosols, followed by removal of the hydrometeors. Neither aerosol sedimentation nor dry deposition were included in the simulation here to isolate the effects of rainout and washout.

In the baseline case, approximately 32% of initial aerosol particles by number were activated within the cloud. This number is lower than that from some studies of cloud nucleation that have predicted activation rates of 50% or more [e.g., Flossmann et al., 1985]. One reason for the difference is that all studies to date have assumed activation onto a single soluble aerosol distribution. Here 16 distributions were treated, some with low solubility (Figure 14). A second reason is that the aerosol distributions here were trimodal, including a nucleation mode. Studies that do not include the nucleation mode will predict greater activation fractions because the nucleation mode contains the greatest particle number, and most of these particles are not activated. When the module described in this paper was applied to a case consisting of a single lognormal ammonium sulfate distribution, 50% of the particles were activated [Kreidenweis et al., 2003].

Given that rainout removed about 32% of in-cloud aerosol number, remaining in-cloud removal and all below-cloud removal must have been due to washout. To check the magnitude of rainout versus washout, a simulation was run in which aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation was turned off. Figure 2 compares weighted-average clear-sky plus cloudy-sky results from this sensitivity with results from the baseline case. The difference between the “...with aer.-hyd. coag” and the “...no-aer.-hyd. coag.” curves is the relative effect of washout (aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation) on aerosol removal. The difference between the “...no-aer.-hyd. coag.” and the “after convection, before physics” curves is the effect of rainout on removal. The result suggests that, within the cloud, washout removed 42% of particles by number, more than rainout did (32%). In terms of mass, though, rainout removed about 60%, washout removed <0.1%. Because rainout scavenged all large and most midsize particles, which have large masses, washout could remove only smaller particles, which were more numerous but less massive. The results here are consistent with those of Kreidenweis et al. [1997] who found that washout removed ≤1% of S(VI) mass within a cloud (they did not look at number).

Within plus below the cloud, washout removed 44% of particle number, whereas rainout removed 14%. Below the cloud, washout was the only mechanism of aerosol removal. Figure 17a compares the summed aerosol distribution in the layer immediately below cloud base before and after cloud microphysics. In this layer, washout removed about 60% of particle number and 62% of mass. Within the cloud, washout had little effect on mass because rainout removed most mass. Below the cloud, rainout did not operate, so washout could remove large and small particles, affecting mass and number. In the layer adjacent to the ground, washout removed only 5.4% of particles by number and 5.8% by mass. A reason for the decrease in removal with decreasing height is that midsize precipitation drops evapo-
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rated and larger ones shrunk between below cloud base and the ground reducing aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation rates. [89] Of the total column-integrated mass loss of SO$_2$ + particulate sulfate, about 11% was due to aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation (washout). The rest was due to the combination of aerosol rainout (nucleation scavenging of initial sulfate particles) and gas washout (dissolution and aqueous chemistry of SO$_2$ followed by removal). This result is in the range of that of Hegg et al. [1984], who found that, of all SO$_2$ + particulate sulfate mass removed from two types of clouds, 8–57% was due to below-cloud washout.

Given that rainout removes only large particles, that washout is the dominant below-cloud removal mechanism, and that particle loadings are highest below clouds, the results here suggest that washout must be a more-important in-plus-below-cloud removal process than rainout in terms of aerosol number. The opposite is true for aerosol mass.

5.4. Effect of HHC on Aerosol Removal

[81] Figure 17b shows the effect of ignoring HHC on below-cloud aerosol removal. Without HHC, large hydrometeors from layers above penetrated below the cloud (Figure 16a), collecting and removing some aerosols (Figure 17b). Overall, though, fewer aerosols, particularly large ones, were removed when HHC was ignored than in the baseline case (Figure 17a). Also, fewer large than small aerosols were removed because many hydrometeors that settled below the cloud evaporated there, releasing mostly large aerosol cores, offsetting the washout of other large aerosols.

[82] When HHC rates were greater than in the baseline case (x = 0, Figure 17c), below-cloud aerosol removal rates were also lower than in the baseline case (x = 1/3). Fast HHC rates produced fewer but larger hydrometeors than did slow HHC rates. Larger hydrometeors fell through the subcloud layer faster than did smaller ones. In addition, fewer, larger drops had smaller total cross-sectional areas than did more, smaller drops. Both factors contributed to lower washout rates in Figure 17c than in Figure 17a.

[83] In sum, when HHC rates are slow, hydrometeors are small and may evaporate/sublimate before washing out aerosols. When HHC rates are fast, hydrometeors are heavy and fall fast, reducing washout rates as well. Washout rates are maximized when HHC rates are between the two extremes. Since HHC affects washout substantially, and washout appears to be the major removal mechanism of aerosol number in clouds (section 5.3), and wet deposition appears to be the most effective method of aerosol removal in the atmosphere [e.g., Langner and Rodhe, 1991; Pham et al., 1995], HHC appears to have a substantial effect on aerosol number globally. Since the quantity of aerosols determines the quantity of hydrometeors, and therefore HHC rates, aerosol emission can feed back to aerosol removal through the effect of emission on HHC. Some model uncertainties in the magnitude of this feedback include uncertainties in coagulation rates, aerosol emission rates, cloud lifetime, cloud height, and cloud turbulence, among others.

5.5. Effect of Freezing on Aerosol Removal

[84] Two final tests were run to examine the effect of HHF and CF on clouds and aerosol removal. For the simulations, HHF and CF, respectively, were shut off. Figure 18 shows the difference in liquid and graupel distributions in the layer below cloud top from the HHF removal case. The figure shows that treating HHF (baseline case) converted primarily large liquid drops to graupel. However, since graupel already existed from other processes in precipitation-mode drops, the major addition of HHF was to increase graupel particles in the 50–300 µm range. Yet graupel in this size range, like the liquid drops they replaced, tended to sublimate before they could fall or coagulate with other hydrometeors sufficiently. As a result, the removal of HHF had virtually no effect on the hydrometeor distribution in all liquid layers, such as at 729 mb. Further, it had virtually no impact on aerosol removal in liquid layers or below cloud base.

[85] Whereas HHF freezes primarily large liquid drops, CF freezes a higher proportion of small drops since these are more likely to coagulate with aerosol particles. Although the coagulation rate coefficient of an aerosol particle with a hydrometeor generally increases with increasing size, the number concentration of large particles decreases with size at a greater rate, causing the aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation rate to decrease with increasing size. Even though CF froze primarily small drops, the number of aerosol particles in the upper troposphere was sufficiently small that CF had relatively little effect on the size distribution of liquid or graupel in mixed-phase layers. Even when all aerosol particles were assumed to freeze a drop upon contact, the effect was still small. As such, under upper-tropospheric conditions, it appears that HHF is a more important mechanism of drop freezing than is CF. In cold, lower-tropospheric regions in which aerosol particle concentrations are high (e.g., in populated Northern latitude regions during winter), it is likely that CF is a more important freezing mechanism.

6. Conclusions

[86] In this paper, numerical techniques were developed to simulate the evolution of clouds and precipitation from multiple aerosol size distributions and the effect of clouds
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and precipitation on aerosol removal. Techniques developed include those for (1) growth of liquid and ice clouds onto multiple aerosol size distributions; (2) coagulation of liquid and ice and their aerosol components to form size-resolved graupel, and larger liquid and ice hydrometeors using a kernel that accounts for diffusophoresis, thermophoresis, electric charge, gravitation, Brownian motion, diffusion enhancement, turbulent shear, and turbulent inertia; (3) Contact freezing of size-resolved liquid by coagulation with interstitial aerosols; (4) size-resolved heterogeneous plus homogeneous freezing; (5) large liquid drop breakup; (6) coagulation of cloud hydrometeors and incorporated aerosols with interstitial aerosols; (7) coagulation of precipitation with interstitial and below-cloud aerosols (washout); (8) removal of precipitation and incorporated aerosols (rainout); (9) below- and in-cloud shrinkage of precipitation to smaller drops and aerosol cores; (10) gas washout; and (11) aqueous cloud and aerosol chemistry.

[57] Findings of the study include the following: (1) hydrometeor-hydrometeor coagulation appears to play a substantial role in controlling aerosol-particle number globally; (2) washout (aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation) may be a more important in plus below-cloud removal mechanism of aerosol number than rainout (the opposite is true for aerosol mass, a result consistent with that from studies that have looked at mass); (3) close-in diameter dual peaks in observed cloud distributions may be in part due to different activation characteristics of different aerosol distributions; (4) evaporative cooling at liquid drop surfaces in subsaturated air may be a mechanism of drop freezing (referred to here as “evaporative freezing”); cooling rates are greater in the lower than upper troposphere; this theory needs to be tested experimentally; and (5) heterogeneous-homogeneous freezing may freeze more upper-tropospheric drops than contact freezing, but neither appears to affect warm-cloud hydrometeor distributions or aerosol scavenging substantially.
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